
MENTAL CAUSATION 

 
 
PROBLEM                PROBABLE CAUSE                 NEW THOUGHT PATTERN 
 
 
Abscess  Hurts, slights, revenge.    I do not allow my thoughts to fester. I  
       am at peace. 
 
Acne Not accepting the self Dislike of the self.  I love & accept myself where I am right  
       now now. I am wonderful. 
 
Accidents Rebellion against authority.   Peace & security.  I love & accept all of  
        life. 
  Belief in violence. Anger. 
 
Adenoids Family friction, arguments.   This child is wanted & welcome. 
  Child feeling unwelcome. 
 
Addictions Self rejection, fear, lack of love.   I am only addicted to loving myself. 
        Nothing has power over me. 
 
Aging Social beliefs, old thinking.   I love & accept myself at every age,  
       each age is perfect. 
 
Alcoholism Feeling of futility, inadequacy.   Release the past. I am worthwhile. I love  
        & accept myself now. 
 
Allergies Who are you allergic to? False desires I am at peace.  The world is safe &  
        friendly. 
  unresolved traumas 
 
Anaemia Lack of joy, no interest in life.   My world is filled with joy 
   Yes, but attitude.     I am interested in everything. 
 
Appendicitis Fear. Fear of life. Blocking the flow.  Joy, I relax & let life flow. 
 
Arteriosclerosis Resistance, tension, narrow mindedness.  I am completely open to life & to joy.   
        Life is beautiful. 
 
Arthritis Betterness, resentment, criticism,   Love, forgiveness. 
  feeling unloved.     I let others be themselves & I am free. 
 
Asthma Over-sensitivity, smoother love.  I am free.  I take charge of my own life. 
 Suppressed crying. Feeling stifled. 
 



Back Problems Lack of support.    Life itself supports me.  I trust the  
        universe 
 UPPER; Lack of emotional support,.  I freely give love and trust. 
 holding back love.  
 LOWER; lack of financial support. 
 Fear of money. 
 
Bedwetting Fear of parent, usually father.   Love, understanding, compassion. 
 
Birth Defects Karmic. You selected to come that way..  No guilt.   
 We pick our parents.    You both had something to work out. 
 
Bladder Problems Anxiety. Holding on to old ideas.   I release the old and welcome the new. 
 
Blood Problems Lack of joy.     Joy. Joyous new ideas circulating freely. 
  Lack of circulation of ideas. 
 Stagnant thinking. 
 
 
 
Blood Pressure HIGH; Long standing    HIGH; I joyously release the past. 
  emotional problem not solved.   LOW I live in the ever joyous now.  Life  
        is a joy. 
 LOW; Defeatism, depression, sorrow. 
 
Boils Anger, boiling over.    I release all anger & resentment. 
 
Bone Problems Rebelling against authority Bones.  I am at peace with authority.  In my  
        world. I am my    
  lack of support    own authority. 
 
Brain Tumor Incorrect computerized beliefs..   All of life is change.   
 Stubborn, refusing to change old patterns  My growth patterns are ever new. 
 
Breast, Cysts, Over mothering, over protection.   I am free, & I allow everyone to be free. 
Soreness. Overbearing attitudes. 
              
Bronchitis Inflamed family environment.   Peace.  No one can irritate me. 
 
Burns Anger.  Burning up.    People have no power over me.   
                    I am the peace in my enviroment. 
 
Bursitis Repressed anger,    I release anger in harmless ways. 
 wanting to hit. someone    Love releases & relaxes. 

 
Bruises The little bumps in life.    There is no reason to beat myself up.   
                    I am the action of love. 
 



Cancer Deep secret or grief eating away   There are no secrets.  I release all of  
       the past. 
 at the self.  Long standing resentment.  My present is filled with joy. 

 
Car Sickness Fear.  Bondage..     I move with ease through time & space,  
 Feeling of being trapped   there is no fear. 
 
Cataracts Dark future.  Inability to see ahead.  I am free.  Life is eternal & filled with  
       joy. 
 
Cholesterol Clogging of the channels of joy..   Joy is normal.  My channels of joy are  
       wide open. 
 Fear of accepting joy    I love life. 

 
Colds Confusion, disorder, small hurts.   I am a free thinker.  I am at peace in  
       my own mind. 
 
Colitis Over-exacting parents. I am free.   I provide my own joy.  Life is eternal. 
 Oppression, defeat.  Needs affection. 

 
Constipation Refusing to release old ideas.  I release the past.  I generously allow  
       life to flow through me. 
 Stinginess.       

 
Coughs Nervousness, annoyance, criticism.  I express myself in a peaceful way.  I  
       speak with love. 
 Choking on life. 

 
Cramps Tension.  Gripping, holding on.   I relax & allow life to flow. 
 
Cysts False growth.  Nursing shocks, hurts.  I dissolve old angers.  Nothing can hurt  
       me. 
 
Deafness What don't you want to hear?  I listen to God.  I hear the joys of life.   
 Rejection, stubbomess, isolation.   I am part of life. 

 
Diabetes Deep sense of sorrow.   I allow life to be FUN.  I let the past be  
        just that.  
 No sweetness to life.   I accept joy & fun as the basis of my life. 
 
Diarrhea Getting rid of ideas too fast. Fear.   I accept life past, present & future 
 Rejection of the past.    in Divine right order. 
 
Dowagers Hump Anger behind you.    I see the past with joy.  No one has  
       ever harmed me. 
 Resentment built up. 

 
Earache Anger, don't want to hear.   I listen wiht love & joyously hear  



                    the good & the pleasant. 
 
Eczema Over-sensitiveness, hurt individuality. I am secure, no one threatens  
        my individuality. 
 Hurt personality. 

 
Edema What or who won't you let go of?   I willingly release all of the past.  I am  
       secure & free. 
 
Epilepsy Rejection of life. Violence   I love myself & all of life.  Life is eternal  
       joy. 
 against the self. Sense of persecution. 
              
Eye Problems Not liking what you see.    I see with loving eyes.  I like what I see,  
       I see clearly, I see the Truth. 
              in your own life Fear of the future.    
              Not seeing Truth. 
              
Face Represents individuality,    I recognize my own true worth. 
               recognition.     My individuality is secure. 
 
Fainting Fear.  Can't cope.  Blanking out.  I have the power, strength & knowledge  
       to handle everything in my life. 
 
Fatigue Resistance, boredom.   I am enthusiastic about life, & filled with  
       energy. 
 Lack of love for what one does. 

 
Fevers Burning up.  Anger.    I am the calm expression of peace &  
       love. 
 
Fingers Fussing over the details in life.  I relax knowing the wisdom of life takes  
       care of all   
 
FINGERNAILS:  Over-analysing.details.tiny details  I reduce my anger and accept the flow 
of life 
 
Foot Problems Fear of the future, & of stepping   I stand in Truth.  I move forward with  
       joy.  
 forward in life. Understanding.  I have spiritual understanding. 
 TOES; Minor details of the future 
 
Gas Pains Gripping undigested ideas..   I relax & let life flow through me with  
       ease. 
 Gulping air from lear 
 
Gall Stoam Bitterness.  Hard thouathts you   Joyous release of the past.  Life is  
        sweet & so am I. 



 cannot seem to dismiss. 
 
Glandular Imbalance.  Lack of order.   I am in total balance.  My system is in  
       order. 
Problems Poor distribution. 
 
Glaucoma Emotional pressure from Long.   No one can ever hurt me, 
       I see with love & tenderness. 
 
Gout Impatience, anger.  Domination.   I release ego & feelings of superiority.  

I let others be. 
 
Growths Nursing hurts.  False sense of false.  Forgiveness.  I love myself & will not  
       harm myself. 
 and pride 
 
Gum Problems Inability to back up decisions.   I am a decisive person.  I follow  
       through. 
 once they are made 
 
Hands The ability to grasp & let go of ideas.  I handle all ideas with love & ease. 
 Fear of new ideas. 
 
 
 
Halitosis Rotten attitudes, vile gossip,.   I speak with gentleness & love. 
 foul thinking     I exhale only the good. 
 
Hay Fever Emotional congestion.    I deny any beliefs in calendars. I am one 
 Mass beliefs & fear of the calendar  with ALL of life. 
 
Headaches Tension, emotional upsets,   Peace, love, joy, relaxation.  In my  
       world all is well. 
 hurt feelings, uncertainity, fear. 
 
Heart Problems Serious emotional problems,  JOY, JOY, Love & Peace. 
 long standing.. Lack of joy,   I joyfully acccept all of life. 
 rejection of of life. 
 Belief in strain & pressure 
 
Hemorrhoids Burden, pressure, tension, fear.  I release all pressure & burdens.  I live  
       in the joyous present. 
 Afraid to let go      
 
 
 
Hepatitis Fear, anger, hatred.  Lives in     
 the seat of anger & primitive emotions.   I let go of everything which I no longer  



       need. My consciousness is now cleansed  
       & my concepts are free, new & vital. 
 
Hernia Strain, mental loads.    My life is gentle & harmonious.  I love  
       myself with tenderness 
 Self punishment.  Anger.    . 
 Incorrect creative expression. 
 
Hip Problems Fear of going forward.    I joyfully move forward supported &  
       sustained by the 
 in major decisions     power of life. 
 
Hives Small hidden fears.    I am peaceful with the little thins in life. 
 Mountains out of molehills. 
 
Holding Fluids What are you afraid of losing?   I release with joy & willingness. 
 
Hypoglycemia Imbalance in the system..    The acceptance of joy balances my 

system. 
 Lack of joy 
 
 
Impotence Sexual pressure, tension, guilt.   Power.  I allow the full power of my  
       sexual principle to 
 Social beliefs.     operate with ease & joy. 
 Spite against a previous mate. 
 
Indigestion Fear, dread, anxiety.    I take in the new & easily assimilate it. 
 
Infectionitis Irritation, anger, annoyance.   Nothing has the power to irritate me.  
        I am peaceful & harmonious. 
  
Influenza Response to mass    I am not governed by group beliefs or  
       the calendar. 
 negativity & beliefs.. Fear.   I am free from all congestion & influence 
 Belief in statistics 
 
Insanity Escapism, withdrawal..    My mind knows its true identity & I am a  
       creative point 
 Violent separation from life.   of Divine Self Expression. 
 Fleeing from family 
 
Insomnia     Tension, guilt, fear.    I release the day and slip into peaceful  
        sleep, knowing tomorrow will take care  
        of itself. 
 
Itching Unsatisfied desires, remorse.   Whatever I need will always be here.  I  
        accept my good without guilt. 



  Punishment for guilt.     
 
Jaundice Prejudice. Discolored beliefs.   I feel tolerance & compassion & love for  
        all people. 
 
Kidney Problem Criticism, sensitivity, disappoint-   I see only good everywhere.  Right  
        action is taking place & I am fulfilled. 
  ment, frustration. Fear     
 
 
Knee Problem Inflexibility, fear. Ego, pride,   Forgiveness, tolerance, compassion.  I  
        move forward without hesitation. 
  inability to bend. Stubborn.      
 
Laryngitis Fear of voicing opinions, resent-   I can speak up for myself.  I can speak  
        up for myself. 
  nient of authority. Anger.    I express myself freely. 
 
Leg Problems Fear of the future.    Legs carry you I move forward  
  forward.      with confidience & joy. 
 
Liver Problem Depression, repression. Chronic   I live life through the open space in my  
        heart. I am free to love 
  complaints. Liver is the seat of anger.    
 
Lung Problems Afraid to take in and give out to life.  The breath of life flows easily through  
        me. 
 
Lymphatic Congestion  Struggle with energy exchange  Feel the flow, reduce resistance 
   and the waters of the body        
 
Mal Absorption of Nutrients   Inability to swallow   Release 
   something in life, or struggle               
 
Menopause Problems Fear of no longer being wanted.   I am balanced in all changes of cycles & I  
        bless my 
  Self rejection. Fear of aging.   body with love. 
 
Menstrual Rejection of one's feminity   I accept myself as a beutiful woman with  
        normal 
Problems guilt, fear. Belief that the genitals   feminine processes & changes. 
  are sinful or dirty.     All is well in my body. 
 
Migraine Headaches Resisting the flow of life.    I relax into the flow of life & let life flow  
        through me 
  Emotional sprees. Sexual fears..   with ease 
 
Mouth Problems The incapacity to take in ideas.   I welcome new ideas & new concepts. 



  Set opinions, closed mind. 
 
Multiple Sclerosis Mental hardness, hard-heartedness,  I no longer try to control.  I flow along 
        with the joy of life  
 iron will, inflexibility. M/S     
 
 
Nail Biting Spite of a parent. Eating away at   I am a mature creative individual. 
  the self.      I accept & am secure in my maturity. 
 
Neck Inflexibility, refusing to see all  I am flexible.  I welcome other  
       viewpoints too. 
  sides of a question. Stubborn. 
 
Nerves Communication. Struggle, rushing,  I am on an endless journey through  
        eternity.  
        Peace, be still. 
 
Nervousness fear, anxiety. Confused thinking.   There is no where to rush. 
 
Numbness With holding love or consideration.  I respond to life.  I share my feeling &  
        my love.  
        I feel, I feel. 
 
Overweight Insecurity, self-rejection. Seeking   I accept & love myself as I am. 
  love. Protecting the body. Trying to  I am always secure in spiritual  
        nourishment. 
  fulfill the self. Fear of loss.   I allow myself to feel. 
  Stuffing feelings. 
 
Pain Congestion, blockage. Belief in   I release any need for punishment. 
  bondage. Punishment for guilt.   I let go & let life flow through me. 
 
Paralysis Fear, escapism, resistance. Shock.   I am one with all of life & I welcome my  
        experiences                  
 
 
Pneumonia Desperation, tired of life.    I freely take in Divine Ideas 
  Emotional wound. Inner    which are filled with the Breath of Life. 
  disturbance. 
 
Prostate Problem Giving up, defeatism. Sexual   I accept my manliness. 
  pressure & guilt. Belief in aging.   I am eternally powerful.  Sex is a  
        pleasure. 
 
Psorisis Emotional insecurity. Someone   I am peaceful & secure. 
  is rubbing you the wrong way.   I am at ease with all of life. 
 



Rheumatism Lack of love. Resentment.    I have compassion for others & for  
        myself. 
  Chronic bitterness, revenge.   I accept joyful feelings. 
 
Rickets Emotional malnutrition.    I am secure & nourished by the love of  
        the universe. 
 Lack of love & security. 
 
Sea Sicness Fear.  Fear of death.    There is no death, only change. 
       Life is continuous. 
 
Sciatic Fear of money & the future.   I move into my greater good.  My good  
        is everywhere I am secure. 
 
Sinus Problems Irritation to one person,    No one has the power to irritate me  
       unless 
 someone close.     I allow it. Peace, harmony. 
  
Shingles     Prolonged nervous suspense.   I am relaxed in all my thinking & in all  
         my activities. Peace, be still.  I fear not. 
 
Shoulder Problems    Burden bearing, over burdened. Life is joyous & free, all that I accept is  
        good. 
 too many shoulds 
 
Skin Problems Tbreatening the individuality.   I accept my individuality.  I am  
       emotionally secure 
   Lack of security, impatience.   I get attention in positive ways 

 RASH: a babyish way of getting attention. 
 
Slipped Disc Indicision. Not feeling emotionally  I am courageous & independent. 
  supported by others.    I am supported by life. 
 
Stomach Incapacity to assimilate ideas.   I assimilate new ideas easily.  Life  
        agrees with me. 
  Fear of new ideas.    
 
Strokes Rejection of life. Self violence.   I accept life past, present & future.   
        Life is a joy. 
  Extreme resistance. 
 
Stuttering Insecurity. Lack of self expression.  I am allowed to speak up for myself. I  
       am secure in  
       my own expression.  I communicate  
       with love. 
 
 
Teeth Long standing indecisiveness.   I make my decisions based upon 



  Incapacity to break down ideas   the principles of Truth & I rest security 
  for analysis and decision.    in the outcome of those decisions. 
 
Throat Problem The avenue of expression.   I freely express myself with joy 
  Repressed anger. Emotional  No one can hut me.  I am at peace. 
  hurt swallowed..  
 
Tonsilitis Repressed emotions & fear.   Nothing impedes my good 
  Gripped anger..     I allow the free flowing expression of  
        Divine Ideas 
       to take place by means of me. 
 
Tuberculosis Selfishness. Possessiveness.   I do not choke on life.  My thought  
        dwells on 
  Cruelity. A wasting disease.   great ideas every moment of my life is  
        meaningful. 
 
Tumors False Growths.     Release, forgiveness.  Love dissolves all  
        hurts. 
  Nursed hurts & shocks. 
 
Ulcers Something eating away at you.   Nothing can irritate me. 
  Anxiety, fear, tension.   I am peaceful, calm and at ease 
  Belief in pressure. 
 
 
Vaginitis Sexual guilt. Feeling of loss of   Forms & channels may change, 
  something or someone loved.   but love is never lost.  All parts of my  
        body  
        are beautiful 
 
Varicose Veins Negativity, resistance.    Feeling I move and live in joy. 
  overworked. Standing in a job   I love life & I circulate freely. 
  you hate. Clogged circulation 
  of ideas. Discouragement. 
 
 
Veneral          Sexual guilt.  Belief that   I lovingly & joyously accept my sexuality 
                the genitals are sinful or dirty.   There is no guilt & no punishment 
                Need for punishment. & its expression. 
 
 
 Warts Belief in ugliness.     I do not advertise ugly thougthts.  

'Mere is no guilt. 
  Guilt, hate for the self.     I love all of my body. 
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